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Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
The project site (Assessor’s Block 1355, Lot 011) is a 45,520-square-foot L-shaped parcel on the northwest corner of the
Arguello Boulevard and Lake Street intersection in San Francisco’s Presidio Heights neighborhood. The proposed
project would expand and renovate the existing 88,690-gross-square-foot Congregation Emanu-El building, which
contains religious institutional uses and an approximately 4,570-gross-square-foot preschool. The proposed project
would result in a total net expansion of approximately 17,130 gross square feet, including 14,490 gross square feet of
additional religious institutional space and approximately 2,640 gross square feet of additional preschool space, as well
as 4,900 gross square feet of new rooftop open space with no increase in the permitted building height (40 feet). In total,
the proposed project would result in an approximately 105,820-gross-square-foot building that would accommodate
existing programs and provide additional space for the existing congregation and preschool enrollment; no changes to
congregation size or preschool enrollment are proposed. Approximately 5,300 cubic yards of excavation is proposed.
Streetscape improvements are proposed along Lake Street, Arguello Boulevard, and 2nd Avenue.
Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The project could result in potentially significant impacts related to historical architectural resources, archaeological
resources, tribal cultural resources, air quality, and paleontological resources. These potentially significant impacts would
be reduced to less than significant with implementation of the following mitigation measures: Historic American Building
Survey (HABS)-level documentation of the property; installation and maintenance of an on-site interpretative display
commemorating the history of the building; implementation of a plan that would salvage architectural materials from the
site for public information or reuse; implementation of a community outreach gathering to commemorate and celebrate
the building’s significance to the community and function as a synagogue and gathering space; implementation of a
historic preservation plan and protective measures during alteration of the building; implementation of accidental
discovery mitigation measures to reduce impacts on any potential archaeological resources that are discovered as a
result of the project; implementation of a tribal cultural resources archaeological resource preservation plan and/or
interpretive program in the event that tribal cultural resources are discovered; requirement to use clean off-road
construction equipment to mitigate potential air quality impacts, and implementation of measures to reduce impacts
related to the inadvertent discovery of paleontological resources during construction.
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

The public raised issues related to the reduction of on-street parking spaces and traffic congestion; addition of a
commercial loading zone along 2nd Avenue (which is no longer proposed) and new sidewalk bulbout on Lake
Street/Arguello Boulevard; air quality and noise impacts from construction; and noise impacts related to larger courtyard
and classroom space.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
none.

